


INTRODUCTION
“Speed, Quality, Price. Pick any two”. – James M. Wallace
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OUR
founder
Support Beyond Borders is founded and managed 

by Kathleen Joy Ortigas. She has been working as a 

digital project manager for over 8 years, serving clients 

from various industries across the globe.

Combined with solid customer service experience, 

Kathleen has been able to meet and exceed each 

client’s expectations by providing them the support they 

need to run, grow and expand their business.
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WHAT WE DO 
BEST
▪ Free Up Valuable Time

▪ Reduce Stress and Pressure

▪ Get Business Priority Organized

▪ Improve Productivity

▪ Save Money

As project manager, Kathleen oversees all projects, coordinate with the 

assigned team and provide quality control to ensure that all client 

expectations are met.
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OUR GOAL
Give the best possible value for businesses of any size without 

compromising on quality.

We are committed to provide you with the top-quality results, save you 

time and take some of the work off your shoulders
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WHAT WE OFFER
"Price is what you pay. Value is what you get." - Warren Buffett
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OUR SERVICES
We offer affordable website development 

packages for small, medium and corporate 

businesses.

WEB DESIGN
Whether you need brochures, flyers, banners, 

PowerPoint/Keynote presentations or other 

marketing collaterals, we can help.

GRAPHIC DESIGN
We’ll help you create promotional or 

corporate videos to showcase your company, 

products and services

VIDEO PRODUCTION
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OTHER SERVICES

We can help you manage your day to day 

administrative tasks so you can focus on 

running your business.

VIRTUAL ASSISTANT
We offer logo, business card, stationery 

designs and more to help you stand out from 

your competition.

BRANDING
We'll help improve your brand's online 

visibility, increase awareness and gain leads 

for your company. 

SEO

We provide quality content writing services 

including blog posts, website content, 

product descriptions, and more

CONTENT WRITING
We'll help you distribute information on 

social media, engage with more prospects 

and drive more leads to your business.

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT
We'll keep your website up to date and 

ensure that it is running optimally, and error 

free

WEBSITE MANAGEMENT
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PORTFOLIO
“A satisfied customer is the best business strategy of all”. – Michael LeBoeuf
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WEBSITE DESIGN PROJECTS
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PVC Website OCS Shop
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WEBSITE DESIGN
PROJECTS
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Innovend Website PFSG Website
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VIDEO PROJECTS
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Know Your Beans PVC History

PFSG Company Profile

WMF Coffee Machine Promo

Grab Scan Go Intro

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=52bfrhLzXAg
https://www.dropbox.com/s/fbd9j085028omn9/GSG Kiosk Video Final.mp4?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WFzY26NEhu8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDcmPCVXuuk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WYUbuxeJ_jM
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LOGO DESIGN PROJECTS
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WALL & PAPER CUP
DESIGNS
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REBRANDING
PROJECTS

POWERPOINT TEMPLATE LETTERHEAD

COMPANY IDBUSINESS CARD
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PVC NOTEBOOK PVC - RIGHT START NOTEBOOK
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VENDING  & VAN
WRAPS
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BACKSIDE
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VENDING LABELS
& SIGNAGES
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OTHER LOCAL PROJECTS
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GLOBAL CONDO CONCEIRGE WEBSITE PAPERCON PHIL. INC WEBSITE NESPRESSO DISPLAY POSTER

BENBY PREZI PRESENTATION NESTLE-PVC SALES BROCHURE XAVIER SCHOOL EVENT FLYER



digital PROJECT

MANAGEMENT
“Excellence is the gradual result of always striving to do better.”- Pat Riley



PROJECT
Management
As a digital project manager for a US based interactive agency, here are 

few of the many projects Kathleen has managed from start to finish. 

She works with a team of designers and developers and supervised the 

development of these projects. She handled client communications 

and coordinated the requirements to ensure quality, schedule and client 

expectations are met.
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GET IN TOUCH
◼ Website: supportbeyondborders.com

◼ Phone: +639175281780

◼ E-mail: kathleen26ph@gmail.com

mailto:kathleen26ph@gmail.com


THANK YOU!


